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. Additional nine objects were used to account for small, medium, and large grips: three coins 
Temporal characteristics of EEG microstates
To characterize and compare EEG microstates across different conditions, mean microstate duration, mean number of microstates per second, and percentage of the total analysis time covered by each microstate 2 were computed. Values were calculated for each subject and epoch. Subject-specific values were obtained averaging across epochs and were compared between conditions using Wilcoxon rank sum test (α=0.05) Bonferroni corrected for the number of comparisons (i.e., 15
for microstates A, B, C, and D, 10 for microstate E, and 6 for microstate F) 3 .
Statistical quantification of EEG microstate dynamics during resting state
We evaluated EEG microstate dynamics by computing EEG microstate occurrences. 
Additional LDA analysis
In the manuscript, we employed a Bayesian classifier, specifically a Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) 4 , to reveal the unique correspondence between microstates occurrences and motor task performed. Here we extended this analysis.
Specifically, we tested decoding accuracy i) when extracting microstates only in the training epochs, and ii) when using only movement execution phase as feature (in this case the dimension of the feature vector was 45, i.e., 9 time windows per 5 microstates). For the second test, we used the EEG microstates extracted averaging the signal over all epochs (i.e., microstates reported in the main manuscript).
For the first test, we selected a single repetition of the cross-validation procedure.
We extracted microstates for each grasp and subject independently for the averaged signals over the training epochs (i.e., half of the epochs of each grasp randomly chosen). The extracted microstates were then used to evaluate EEG microstate occurrences for both dataset (i.e., testing and training). The testing dataset corresponded to the remaining epochs not used to extract the microstates. For each subject and grasp type independently, a four-class LDA classifier was built using the microstates occurrences of the training epochs, and it was tested using the microstates occurrences of the testing epochs. As previously, the feature vectors used for the LDA classifier consisted of the microstate occurrences over movement preparation.
Supplementary results

Temporal characteristics of the resting-state microstates are preserved
We assessed differences across conditions by evaluating the microstates temporal characteristics (i.e., mean duration, mean number of microstates, and total time covered, Figure S1 ).
The four resting-state EEG microstates showed a slightly lower mean duration than the ones of age-matched (25-30 years old) healthy subjects reported in literature
However, the mean number of microstates and the total time covered were comparable with previous results for all microstates
In general, during movement execution and holding phase, all the rest-specific microstates (i.e., A, B, C, and D) showed similar temporal characteristic compared to resting state. Only, microstate C, for pure-reaching movements and for power grasp No significant differences were found across motor tasks, grasp types, and between movement and holding phases, except for microstate C.
Figure S1 around here
Muscle synergies are consistent between L2-norm and KL divergence algorithm
In the manuscript, for each subject and dataset independently, subject-specific muscle synergies were extracted by utilizing the L2-norm NNMF algorithm 5 . Here, we checked consistency of results when using the KL divergence NNMF algorithm. Also for KL divergence we found that five (4.88±0.29 across subjects and motor tasks) and four (4.03± 0.42 across subjects and motor tasks) muscle synergies were sufficient to reconstruct more than 98% of the variance in the original signals respectively for movement execution and holding phase (see Figure S2c) . The muscle weights of the synergies were highly similar between the two algorithms (mean DOT=0.98 and DOT=0.94 for movement execution and holding phase, respectively). Also the matching across motor tasks was preserved when using the KL algorithm. Indeed, synergies Syn 1, 2, and 3 were common across motor tasks 
Figure S2 around here
Microstates prediction of motor task is preserved when using only part of the data to extract them
In both tests (i.e., microstate extractions for training epochs and movement execution phase prediction), the decoding accuracy obtained (70% and 62% for the first and second test, respectively) was comparable to the one attained when extracting microstates in averaged signals containing both training and testing epochs during movement preparation. Therefore, we can conclude that the presence of microstates was not modulated over time during resting state. Figure S5 . Additional LDA results. We tested the decoding accuracy when extracting the EEG microstates using only the training epochs (a). Confusion matrices for the four grasp types were averaged over subjects. Grey levels ([0 100%]) code the decoding accuracy values. We then tested the decoding accuracy when using only movement execution phase as feature (b). Confusion matrices for the four grasp types were averaged over subjects and cross-validation repetitions.
